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ATARTS! 

Vol. 2:

My First “Challenge” ATART

I’ve decided to make a minizine for 
each of the ATARTS I join. (It’s mostly 
a record for ME, but as long as I’m 
making it, might as well share.) 

I hope you enjoy your ATART 
memory-zine! 

Snippets  from the original post: 

Here we go again! This will be the 
official thread for the Challenge Hunt 
(ATART) on February 24-27….(List of 
materials)…Sniisk is hosting and 
counting points. …Start and end 
times: When ever it is starting to be 
Thursday in NZ. It is Wednesday 

afternoon in Europe and Wednesday 
morning in the US……doesn’t need to be 
available for trade. … the media is free 
as long as not mentioned in the task…it 
may be useful to inform others if it is 
an ATC, inchie, chunky etc. so we know 
the size….Very important: Mention the 
task (both the number and description 
so I won't miss it) you have completed 
when posting a picture. You can count 
max three tasks in one creation but 
remember to mention all of them…I  will 
make marks in the thread to show you 
when I have counted points so far… 

1 point per task if nothing else 
mentioned. Total 100 points. You can 
get points from one task once only. 

TASKS: 

1 * * * every day you post a new 
creation in the thread  1p/day.   2 * * 
make a trade. 3 give reputation points 
to five people. 4 * * * theme: woodland 
creatures. foxes, rabbits, bears, deer 
etc. 5 * * * * use the same postage 
stamp in diff cards. 6 theme: in the 
water. 7 use one of your oldest tools 
when making an ATC and show also 
the tool. 8 * * theme: spring holidays.  
9 invite someone to join the fun.   
10 use mostly color orange only.  
11  theme: Latvia. 12  make a card that 

has at least three items from the list: 
button, staple, brad, eyelet, ribbon, 
puzzle piece, key, “diamond”. 13 * * 
things that keep you warm in winter.  
14  zentangle / doodles as a part of a 
card.   15  theme: poppies. 16  use yarn 
and fabric.  17  theme: taxi cabs. 18  use 
alphabet stickers or numbers. 19 * * * * * 
make cards with complimentary colors. 
20  use word "spring" in your card.  
21  selfportrait. 22 * we will always 
remember: show something about one 
of our earlier members who you miss  
your new card/their old card/photo/
anything . 23  * * * make an ATCoin.  
24  list three random words in one post .  
25 * make an ATC where you use three 
words from someone's post related to 
the previous task.  26  use the same 
postage stamp theme from two countries 

on the same card. 27  theme: food & 
drink. 28 * make a chunky book page 
with wings on it.   29  theme: Brazil.  
30  make a paper flower. 31  theme: 
nose. 32  show something personal / 
your daily life in a creation. 33  make a 
card which have an animal made of 
paper pieces. 34  show an old tradition 
in a card. 35  theme: Scotland. 36 * * * 
show something from an Asian country 
in your card. 37 use washi tape. 38 * * 
* theme: insects.  39  interpret a love 
song in your card. 40  show somehow 
the weather of your area in your 
creation. 41  use goofy eyes in your 
creation  moving or still . 42  theme: 
seal. 43  add a twinchie to an ATC. 
 44  use a postage stamp and include a 
background picture from that country. 

45 * * * theme: tea time . 46  use a quote 
in your card. 47  theme: pandemic 
pleasures. 48  include something hand 
drawn in your card.  49  punch a hole and 
add an embellishment to your creation. 
50  theme: night. 51  something stamped 
in your creation. 52  theme: candle.  
53  turn an ATCoin into a "snowglobe" -  
add some snow or glitter and a base.  
54  flip it over, use the backside of 
something in your card. 55  use doily as 
a part of your card. 56 * * * *create a 
series of ATCs  up to 5 cards  so that the 
cards work separately but also form a 
bigger picture together. 57  use at least 
three heart shaped items in your 
creation. 58  use something transparent 
in your creation. 59  include a vase with 
flowers and something surprising in your 

creation. 60  theme: not so well known 
sign/logo. 

I made ____creations 
My points: _____ 
My trades: 


